
DROVE Safe Working Protocol
For the safety of both our staff and clients, please respect
these rules at all times. Thank you for your patience and understanding.

All of our clients are having a basic verbal health screen when they call. If youʼve been 
exposed to Covid-19 or are experiencing suspect symptoms (persistent cough and/or 
high temperature) it is imperative you advise us in advance so staff can manage your 
pet appropriately.

When you arrive for your appointment please wait in the car and call reception 
on 01793 522 483 to let them know youʼve arrived.

The vet will call you on your mobile to discuss your concerns then meet you at the door. 
If you do not have a mobile this discussion will take place outside at a safe distance.

Our external door will still open (electric so no need to touch it) but the next one will
be locked.

The vet will then take your pet from you at the door and we ask that you please return 
to your car to wait. We have a nurse to assist each vet with examination of your pet.

After the physical exam the vet will call you on your mobile to relay their findings
and discuss a plan, please make sure it is on loud so you donʼt miss the call.

A receptionist will then call your mobile to take payment over the phone.

Finally, the vet or nurse will return your pet to the front door with any medication
and instructions.

Whilst these restrictions are in force we are asking clients not to visit any pets that 
are hospitalised.
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We appreciate some clients will be worried at not accompanying their pet into the hospital. However, these rules
are for everyoneʼs benefit and follow guidance issued from the British Veterinary Association. Rest assured we
will always do our best to ensure we treat our patients respectfully and minimise their stress whilst in our care.

In return we would ask you to respect our staff in following these rules. For repeat prescription and food collections,
please follow these steps too, this way we minimise the risk to everyone. Due to the high number of calls we

are receiving there may be some delay but we will do our best to minimise any inconvenience and once
again we would like to thank you for your understanding. 

Best wishes, The Drove Veterinary Hospital.
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